Spanish Y9 Knowledge Organiser
Autumn 1 - Personal Relationships

1. Present tense (ser & tener)

3. Possessive adjectives

4.Reflexive verbs

5. Comparatives
Comparatives compare one person or thing
with another.
There are three possible comparisons:
more than, less than and equally (as…
as…):
más…adjective..…que…

(more…than…)

menos…adjective..que… (less…than…)
tan.. adjective…como… (as…as…)
The adjective has to agree in the usual way.

2. Agreement & position of adjectives
POSITION: Differently from English, they go AFTER the noun, eg, un gato
negro = a black cat
AGREEMENT: Most adjectives agree with the noun. The sound and spelling
change according to whether the noun they describe is masculine or
feminine, singular or plural.
Most masculine adjectives end in an –o, most feminine nouns end in an –a.
Adjectives that end in –e or –ista do not change according to gender.
To make an adjectives plural, add an –s to the end of the adjective. If the
adjective ends in a consonant in the singular, add an –es to make it plural.

A reflexive verb is an action that the subject of
the sentence does to themselves.
A reflexive verb in the infinitive form can be
identified by the –se after the er/ir/re ending.
In it’s conjugated form, a reflexive verb can
be identified by the reflexive pronoun sitting
between the subject pronoun and the verb.

5. Superlatives
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Topic vocabulary will be tested at home on a
weekly basis via This is Language

